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1) Disruption = new normal

2) The digital/ technological landscape has changed significantly

3)    Automation  (Robotics, Cognitive , AI) is the key driver to increase efficiency;  this also applies to                 
……auditing

4) Challenges and opportunities: How it influences auditing

Key takeaways
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Digital Disruption is the new normal

Major
Disruption

Factors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prafull talking about what the current biggest digital disruptors are.
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Emerging technology trends
Three key emerging technology trends: immersive experiences drive AI, enabled by digital platforms

Expectations

Innovation 
trigger

Peak of inflated 
expectations

Trough of disillusionment Scope of enlightenment Plateau of 
productivity

1 AI everywhere

2 Immersive experiences

3Digital 
platforms

Source: Gartner Emerging Technology hype cycle 2017
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The Changing Landscape of Digital

Intelligent Automation

Robotics/ Cognitive/AI
Security & Privacy Mobile products 

& services 

Business Intelligence
& Analytical tools

Digital Business 
Services

Advanced competencies
in data science. Audit Tech.

Digital Banking 
& Insurance

Platform as 
a Service

Cloud Strategy 
& Computing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Specifically in Advisory, this allows solutions and services as shown abov
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The Fourth Industrial Revolution
“A fusion of technologies that is blurring the lines 

between the physical, digital, and biological spheres.”
Klaus Schwab, Founder and Executive Chairman, 

World Economic Forum (2016)

Shifting to a Digital Labor Force

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jonathan mentioned the fourth industrial revolution earlier and this is something which consumed quite a lot of airtime at the World Economic Forum recently.  The 4th IR is  characterized by the confluence of not only new and exciting technologies such as digital labour , but also an unseen-before awareness, skills and expectations on the part of our customers, employees and business partnersDigital Labor 	enabled by cognitive automation will dramatically impact the way work and business is done today
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The Universe of Intelligent Automation

Data Mining 

Pattern 
Recognition 

Robotics 

Predictive 
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Machine 
Learning 

Artificial 
Intelligence 

Voice and 
Image 

Recognition 

Digital Labor 

Natural 
Language 
Processing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Last year we showed how there was significant growth in the CDO. In fact we estimate one in ten orgs either hired one, or formally gave the role to an existing person in the company.This year we note that growth has slowed. But that obviously doesn’t mean organisations are not dealing with digital.  In fact what it reflects is a growing maturity in understanding what Digital means and  many CIO’s now growing into the role. …. And this is born out by the fact that whatever way organisations are handling it, those charged with putting in place a strategy have been busy – the proportion of companies with enterprise wide digital strategies has risen from a quarter to a third – or put another way almost one in ten companies put in place a full digital strategy last year.Alongside this growth in strategy comes a growth in importance: the single most likely body to own the digital strategy is the Board. IT comes second. It’s worth noting here that Marketing, perhaps the traditional sparring partner of the CIO in digital, is now close to the bottom. As companies develop a clearer understanding of what digital means for their business and as such the old confusions between digital business, digital marketing are resolved.
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The benefits of a digital labor force

Wave 1: Labor arbitrage Wave 2: Labor automation

Revenue/profit correlated to people 
Revenue/profit not correlated to people

15 – 30 percent 
Cost take out

40 – 75 percent
Cost take out for relevant functions

Model is scalable to the extent that 
you can scale labor 

Model is scalable, and is 
largely independent of labor growth

Access to low cost labor necessary
to provide continuous value

Access to “rocket scientists” 
who can codify manual processes

Custom/complex, legacy: 
“Your Mess for Less” 

Transformative – new way of 
doing business
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Intelligent automation targets across enterprise business
functions

— Employee on-boarding and off-boarding
— Payroll
— Time recording and compliance
— Repeatable tasks in ERP
— Email notifications
— Populating/ aggregating employee 

information — Record to Report 
— Plan to Perform
— Source to Pay
— Quote to Cash
— Acquire to Retire
— Invoice processing/exceptions
— AP/AR actions
— Reporting
— Auditing
— Tax filings

— Order flow through
— Inventory Mgmt.
— Exceptions / fallout

— Research / document review
— Document preparation
— Controls automation

— Virtual agents (chat bots)
— Call center “agent assist”
— Task execution

— NLP enabled analytics
— Social media mining / monitoring
— Predicting high value sales leads
— Manual CRM updates
— Virtual sales agents

Human Resources Legal/Compliance

Finance and Accounting

Sales and Marketing

Supply Chain

Customer Support
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Potential application of robotics in finance 

Banking/product accounting Non-product related accounting
Trade/product event 

accounting
Calculations Sub ledger 

accounting 
GL & sub ledger 
data provision

Staff expense & 
payroll

Project 
accounting

Recharge & 
allocation

Fixed asset 
accounting Cost Mgt Procure to Pay 

(AP)
Order to cash 

(AR)

34

Financial control
Adjustment 
accounting

Currency 
processing

Daily control 
reporting

Analyse & 
reconcile 
accounts

BS/PL 
substantiation

Journal 
processing

Closing support 
activities

Intercompany 
matching & 
processing 

Perform 
consolidation Change control

5

Planning, budgeting & forecasting
ReportingSet strategy & targets Generate plan & budget Generate forecast Business scenario analysis

6

Statutory reporting Internal reporting Regulatory reporting Tax management Capital management 
Management reporting Group regulatory 

reporting Tax planning Capital & RWA 
reporting

Group statutory 
reporting

Opex/capex/project 
reporting

Local regulatory 
reporting Indirect tax Asset & liability 

management
Local statutory 

reporting

Ad-hoc regulatory 
reporting

Balance sheet 
management

Advisory 
Deal/product/new product 

advice & approval

Finance policy advice

Tax & transfer pricing 
advice

Decision support

Analysis & ad-hoc 
reporting

Supplementary notes 
to accounts

Direct tax

Tax authority 
communications Funds transfer pricing

789101112

Policy management
Define accounting rulesFormulate policies Test policies Implement policies Monitor policies

13

Functional governance & oversight

Vision & strategy Internal/external stakeholder 
management Procedures & controls Financial strategy

14

Data management
Data sourcing

Data transformation
Data cleansing Data enrichment Data correctionSystems 

management
Data quality 

management
Data validationReference data 

management

1 2

Systems Support

Non an obvious candidate RPA Candidate
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The establishing market for „intelligent automation“ is still in 
its infancy
Characteristics of the intelligent automation 
market
— Unstructured and „young“
— Few references, many promises
— Extreme dynamics of development
— Different to legacy systems of the past
 Risk: High costs and delays

Impact on stability 
Currently well-attuned team and known contact 
in case of problems  new processes and 
contacts
— New process operations and guidelines
— New IT systems and tools
 Risk: Decrease in performance and 

delays

The right vendor is 
crucial

The right assessment is 
crucial

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Digital Labor hubStrengthsWorld class innovation capabilityHigh specialized AI workforce already resident in the country working for world-leading early movers and research bodiesReliable, high performing technology infrastructure (in particular coinnectivity and power)Trusted public and private institutionsPolitical stabilityHigh level of data protectionWeaknessesRisk aversion and lack of thinking bigGlobal access to top talentPreparedness for major cyber attacks on Swiss critical Infrastructure
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Building Trust



Requirements and challenges

Automated audit 
procedures

limiting substantive audit 
procedures

Focus on outlayers and 100% 
coverage of population

Requirements & 
Challenges

Audit 
standards

Compliance with local requirements and 
specific audit procedures

Audit standards require still certain 
substantive audit testings

Usage of technology brings new risks 
which have to be considered (e.g. 
completeness)

Country- specific 
compliance requirements

Ability to transforms audit procedures

Risks

Compliance

Trans-
formation
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Requirements and challenges

Rule-based Self-learning
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Supervised Learning

Trends and possibilities

A (INPUT) 
Email
picture
audio
English
add
signal

B (OUTPUT)
spam?
object (1,….,1000)
text (speech recognition)
French
click?
decision
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Current fields of application

1. Planning / Risk 

Assessment
• Support of risk assessments on company level (e.g. 

linking different sources such as Social Media, 
internet etc.).

• Identification of high-risk areas on business process 
level which would need higher attention in the audit.

• …..

3. Closing / 

Reporting

2. Testing

• Analysis and visualisation of account relationships
• Identification and visualisation of outlayers in data streams
• Automated audit procedures (e.g. revenue recognition) 
• ……

Audit 
Cycle

(simplified)

• ……
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Current fields of application - Demo
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Herzlichen Dank
Thank you!
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